
 

 

“Best Of” Food Issue 
by Ashley Ward 

£10 at Montage Beverly Hills  

Relish a luxury lounge experience like no other at one of Montage Beverly Hills’ best-
kept secrets. Located on the second floor of the hotel, £10 invites world-class whisky 
connoisseurs and socialites alike to savor handcrafted cocktails and a colorfully aged se-
lection of  £10’s specialty, The Macallan Single Malt.  
With everything from exotic wood interior to Lalique crystal glassware, £10’s superior 
presentation mirrors that of the ingredients poured inside the glass. Designed by the vi-
sion of Nina Petronzio, this intimate lounge features furniture from Petronzio’s Plush 
Home collection, commissioned art to match its Scottish undertones, and a private out-
door terrace with views of the elegant Beverly Canon Gardens below.  

S’mores Martini at Montage Deer Valley  

Now serving at Montage Deer Valley is a nostalgic treat you won’t have to stand over the 
fire pit for. Savor the rich flavors of crushed graham crackers, melted chocolate, and 
creamy marshmallows blended with Bailey’s Irish Cream and a splash of Stoli Vanil vod-
ka. Poured to perfection in elegant Martini glassware, this new spin on America’s child-
hood favorite treat will inspire guests dining at Apex and Vista to definitely make room 
for dessert.  

Champagne Vending Machine at Pendry San Diego 

Raise your glass to a classy kind of convenience. Thanks to Moët & Chandon, Pendry is 
one of five locations in the U.S to house the exclusive champagne vending machine 
amongst Century City’s Crack Shack, the Mandarin Oriental Las Vegas, Chateau Las Ve-
gas, and Kris Jenner. With tokens available to purchase for $25, guests can sip their fa-
vorite single serving of Imperial Brut or Imperial Rose accompanied by a small cham-
pagne flute. Unlike common vending machines dropping candy bars from its hooks, 
Moët & Chandon gently maneuvers an unshaken and ready to pour bottle guests will be 
happy to toast to.  
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Kelly LeVeque’s Fall Menu – All Montage Hotels 

This fall season, Montage’s newest partner will be dishing up a decadent experience 
guests won’t have to feel guilty about. From October 2018 to March 2019, indulge in 
over 15 recipes hand crafted by holistic nutritionist and celebrity wellness coach, Kelly 
LeVeque. Available across all Montage Hotels, guests can taste everything from Organic 
Coconut Yogurt Parfait and revitalizing Green Smoothies to Bison Chili and warm 
Shrimp Tacos wrapped in Butter Lettuce. Amongst her delicious recipes and A-List clien-
tele, LeVeque is also known for her best selling book, “Body Love,” which will be avail-
able in Montage retail stores for guests looking to free themselves from food drama for 
good. 
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